LANE UNIVERSITY CENTER NAMING OPPORTUNITIES

The Lane University Center has been the hub of student life since its opening day in 1973. It has been the venue for countless dances, concerts, performances, lectures, meetings, tournaments, weddings and other milestone events for all Frostburg State students. With the renovation and expansion of the building comes new recognition opportunities for those who wish to have their name or that of a loved one permanently associated with the facility. Commitments can be fulfilled over time, up to five years.

Your contributions fund an endowment to provide support within the area of Student and Community Involvement as recommended by a committee of FSU students and staff appointed on an annual basis by the Assistant Vice President for Student & Community Involvement.

**OPPORTUNITY** | **GIFT** | **NUMBER** | **DONOR/RECOGNITION**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Fitness Center | 1 | In grateful appreciation of AstraZeneca’s support of the CHILL initiative and in recognition of Tony Zook ’82, former Executive Vice President
Bookstore | $250,000 | 1 |  
The Greenhouse | $250,000 | 1 |  
Appalachian Station | $200,000 | 1 |  
Arrium | $200,000 | 1 |  
South Addition | $150,000 | 1 |  
Game Room | $100,000 | 1 |  
Large Conference Rooms | $50,000 | 2 |  
Medium Conference Rooms | $25,000 | 2 |  
Computer Lab | $25,000 | 1 | Mr. B.J. Davison, II ’81 & Ms. Krista A. McGowan Davison ’82
SGA Office | $25,000 | 1 | In honor of Ruby Riley, SGA Secretary Years of Service: 1967-1998
Bottom Line Office | $15,000 | 1 | Gladys Wensel Faherty ’55
BSA Office | $15,000 | 1 | Dr. J. Laron Locke ’82 & Dr. Stephanie Locke
Greek Office | $15,000 | 1 |  
UPC Office | $15,000 | 1 | Brian ’83 and Connie Mattingly
Student Organization Work Room | $15,000 | 1 |  
Info Desk | $15,000 | 1 |  
Cultural Events Series Offices | $10,000 | 3 | In honor of William Mandicott, made possible by the generosity of Allison Combes ’93
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